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Abstract. Chest computed tomography (CT) revealed a focal 
ground glass opacity (GGO) with a minimal solid area in a 
75‑year‑old man. The shadow was located in the periphery of 
the right upper lobe and measured 11 mm in diameter. The 
patient had a medical history of metachronous prostate and 
gastric cancers. The patient had been treated with androgen 
deprivation therapy for prostate cancer for 12 years and under‑
went subtotal gastrectomy for triple gastric cancers 7 months 
before. Since primary lung adenocarcinoma was suspected, 
CT‑assisted percutaneous needle biopsy was performed. 
Histology revealed the sheet‑like and trabecular proliferation 
of atypical cells, suggesting that the lesion was moderately 
to poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma. Adenocarcinoma 
cells showed subepithelial extension causing the thickening 
of alveolar walls. A tumor thrombus was not detected in 
the blood or lymphatic vessels. Immunohistochemistry 
revealed that carcinoma cells were negative for cytokeratin 
7 (CK7), CK20, thyroid transcription factor‑1 and CDX2 
and positive for prostate‑specific antigen and P504S. Based 
on these findings, the patient was diagnosed with metastatic 
carcinoma from prostate cancer. The disease remained stable 
for 4 months after the diagnosis, and no new lesions were 

observed on chest CT. Metastatic carcinoma rarely presents 
with focal GGO. Lung biopsy is necessary to identify the 
pathology of the lesion, and the primary site needs to be 
confirmed by immunohistochemistry with specific markers, 
particularly in a case of metachronous multiple cancers. A 
tumor thrombus, which is suggestive of lymphangitic carci‑
nomatosis or pulmonary tumor thrombotic microangiopathy, 
also needs to be evaluated.

Introduction

Metastatic carcinoma in the lung generally presents with 
multiple nodular shadows. Metastatic carcinoma may present 
with ground glass opacity (GGO), usually with diffuse form, 
on chest computed tomography (CT). Diffuse GGO represents 
lymphatic and/or vascular spread of carcinoma in the lung (1). 
Focal GGO, which is localized or nodular form on chest CT, 
is uncommon in metastatic carcinoma. Since various lung 
diseases such as interstitial fibrosis, inflammation and primary 
lung adenocarcinoma present with GGO, it is difficult to reach 
an accurate diagnosis based solely on radiological findings. 
Thus, in a case with past history of carcinoma, pathological 
assessment of focal GGO by biopsy or partial resection is 
necessary to determine whether the lesion is primary or 
metastatic carcinoma. The assessment is also critical to decide 
appropriate treatment.

We herein present a case of metastatic carcinoma 
presenting with focal GGO. A definite diagnosis of 
metastatic prostate cancer was reached by CT‑assisted 
percutaneous needle biopsy and histological and immu‑
nohistochemical examinations. We present characteristic 
histological and immunohistochemical features of the case. 
We also reviewed a literature and found cases of metastatic 
cancer, presenting with focal GGO (2‑10), and three cases 
were metastatic prostate cancer. It is of note two out of three 
cases were associated with pulmonary tumor thrombotic 
microangiopathy (PTTM), which rapidly progresses and is 
fatal (11). The vascular pathology needs to be assessed in 
biopsy specimen. The histological and clinical features of 
PTTM, which are necessary for immediate diagnosis, are 
also reviewed.
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Case report

A 75‑year‑old man, who had a medical history of metachro‑
nous prostate and gastric cancers, presented at Kashiwa Kousei 
General Hospital, Kashiwa, Japan in September 2023 for the 
follow‑up examination of the cancers. He was diagnosed as 
prostate cancer in another hospital 12 years before. Multiple 
bone metastases were detected in the spine. The histology 
of biopsy specimen of the prostate was adenocarcinoma 
with Gleason score 4+4. The patient had been treated with 
androgen deprivation therapy (ADT) for 12 years. The patient 
also received pelvic irradiation. Bone metastases appeared to 
be stable by ADT. However, a gradual increase was observed 
in the level of prostate‑specific antigen (PSA). Seven months 
before, the patient underwent subtotal gastrectomy for multiple 
gastric cancers, which were detected in a health examina‑
tion in Kashiwa Kousei General Hospital. There were three 
gastric cancers in the resected stomach. The main cancer was 
well‑differentiated adenocarcinoma with focal moderately 
differentiated adenocarcinoma, and carcinoma cells invaded 
the submucosa. Neither blood nor lymphatic invasion was 
observed. The two other cancers were well‑differentiated 
adenocarcinomas that were confined to the mucosa. Lymph 
node metastasis was not found.

Red and white blood cell counts were 4.09x106/µl and 
4.1x103/µl, respectively. His platelet count was 69x103/µl. 
Serum levels of carcinoembryonic antigen and CA19‑9 were 
within normal limits. His PSA level was elevated to 7.62 ng/ml. 
His fibrinogen level was 283 ng/dl and fibrinogen degrada‑
tion products (FDP) were below the detection level. Echo 
cardiogram showed no abnormalities. The patient did not have 
dyspnea or respiratory discomfort. Pulmonary function tests 
were normal.

Chest CT revealed a focal GGO with a minimal solid area, 
measuring 11 mm in diameter, in the periphery of the right 
upper lobe (Fig. 1A and B). Pulmonary vessels and bronchi‑
oles were not involved. Since primary lung adenocarcinoma 
was suspected, CT‑assisted percutaneous needle biopsy was 
performed (Fig. 1C).

The biopsy specimen showed the proliferation of atypical 
cells in fibrous tissue and the alveolar septa (Fig. 2A). In fibrous 
tissue, atypical cells proliferated in sheet‑like, trabecular, 
and vague glandular patterns, suggesting that the lesion was 
moderately to poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma (Fig. 2B). 
The surrounding alveolar wall was thickened by the invasion 
of the poorly differentiated component of adenocarcinoma 
into the interstitial space (Fig. 2B). Neither the lepidic growth 
of carcinoma cells within the alveolar space nor invasion into 
the alveolar space was observed. A tumor thrombus was not 
found in the blood or lymphatic vessels (Fig. 2C), and there 
was no stenosis or re‑canalization of vessels. The perivascular 
infiltration of macrophages and fibrocellular intimal prolifera‑
tion were not present.

The phenotype of carcinoma cells was examined by 
immunohistochemistry (IHC). Carcinoma cells were nega‑
tive for cytokeratin 7 (CK7) and CK20 (Fig. 3A and B) as 
well as thyroid transcription factor‑1 (TTF1) and CDX2 
(Fig. 3C and D). Therefore, primary lung adenocarcinoma 
and metastatic gastric cancer were considered to be unlikely. 
Carcinoma cells showed a faint positive reaction with PSA 

(Fig. 3E) and strong positive reaction with P504S (Fig. 3F). 
Based on these findings, the patient was diagnosed with 
metastatic carcinoma from prostate cancer. IHC with CK7 and 
TTF1 also clearly showed the subepithelial proliferation of 
carcinoma cells (Fig. 3A and C).

After the diagnosis, ADT was continued, and the patient 
is being followed up with careful observations. The condition 
has remained stable, and new lesions were not detected in the 
lungs 4 months since the diagnosis. Furthermore, there have 
been no abnormalities in laboratory data.

Discussion

Metastatic carcinoma and malignant neoplasms generally 
present as nodular shadows in the lungs; however, GGO may 
be encountered in cases of lung metastasis (1). Diffuse and 
patchy GGO are caused by diffuse thickening of the alveolar 
wall due to lymphangitic carcinomatosis or PTTM, and the 
most frequent primary site of carcinoma is the gastrointes‑
tinal tract. Focal GGO is rarely found in metastatic carcinoma 
and malignant neoplasms, but has been documented in 
cases of malignant melanoma (2‑4), malignant phyllodes 
tumor (5), tongue cancer (6), thyroid cancer (7), and prostate 
cancer (8‑10), including the present case (Table I). Since 
it was not feasible to distinguish metastatic lesions from 
primary lung adenocarcinoma based solely on radiological 
findings, a diagnosis was made by a histological examination 
of partially resected lung or biopsy specimens in the reported 
cases. In the present case, which had a previous history of 
metachronous prostate and gastric cancers, CT‑assisted 
percutaneous needle biopsy was performed for a definitive 
diagnosis of the lesion.

In biopsy specimens, it is important to confirm whether 
the lesion is primary lung adenocarcinoma. A benign lesion 
of interstitial pneumonia and other benign lesions are also 
carefully differentiated. If metastatic adenocarcinoma is 
suspected, the primary site needs to be identified by IHC 
with specific markers. In the present case, carcinoma cells 
were negative for CK7 and TTF1, suggesting that primary 
lung adenocarcinoma was unlikely. Furthermore, a negative 
reaction for CDX2 indicated that gastric cancer was unlikely. 
The confirmation of metastatic prostate cancer was reached by 
positive reactions for PSA and P504S. The majority of prostate 
cancers are negative for CK7 and CK20 (12). The expression 
of PSA may be attenuated by long‑term ADT (13).

GGO is caused by various pathological conditions, such as 
interstitial fibrosis, inflammatory cell infiltration, thrombosis, 
and the lepidic growth of carcinoma cells (1). In the present 
case, GGO was attributed to thickening of the alveolar walls 
due to the extension of carcinoma cells beneath alveolar 
epithelial cells. This extension was evident by IHC, and prolif‑
erating carcinoma cells were covered with alveolar epithelial 
cells, which were positive for CK7 and TTF1 (Fig. 3A and C). 
The subepithelial growth of carcinoma cells is similar to 
reported cases of malignant melanoma (2‑4) and malignant 
phyllodes tumor (5). Lepidic growth similar to primary lung 
adenocarcinoma was previously documented in a case of 
metastatic thyroid cancer (7), and focal GGO was caused by 
the invasion and destruction of alveoli and hemorrhage in a 
case of metastatic tongue cancer (6).
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Careful attention of reported cases of metastatic pros‑
tate cancer with focal GGO is needed (Table I). Two of the 
three cases were associated with PTTM (9,10), while one 
was associated with lymphangitic carcinomatosis (8). These 
conditions generally present with diffuse GGO. The clinical 
course of PTTM is rapid and fatal; therefore, an immediate 
diagnosis is essential. Respiratory failure, pulmonary hyper‑
tension, an elevated D‑dimer level, and thrombocytopenia 
indicate PTTM in cases with a previous history of carci‑
noma (11). PTTM may be diagnosed using biopsy specimens. 

The pathological features of PTTM are a tumor thrombus, 
fibrocellular intimal proliferation, and the recanalization of 
vessels. The perivascular infiltration of macrophages may 
also be present because the inflammatory process plays an 

Figure 1. CT images of the chest. (A) A focal ground glass opacity (GGO) 
was noted in the periphery of the upper lobe of the right lung (arrowhead) 
on contrast‑enhanced CT. (B) The frontal section of contrast‑enhanced CT 
showed irregularly shaped GGO (arrowhead). (C) CT image of the area for 
percutaneous lung biopsy. CT, computed tomography.

Figure 2. Histology of the biopsy specimen. (A) Loupe image of the biopsy 
specimen (HE; magnification, x0.5). (B) The proliferation of atypical cells 
in fibrous tissue. Cells proliferated in sheet and trabecular patterns (HE; 
magnification x100). (C) Thickening of the alveolar septa and the exten‑
sion of carcinoma cells into the interstitial space (HE; magnification x100). 
(D) Carcinoma cells proliferated around the vessel. No tumor thrombus was 
found in the blood or lymphatic vessels. Neither the perivascular infiltration 
of macrophages nor fibrocellular intimal proliferation was observed (HE; 
magnification x200). HE, hematoxylin and eosin.

https://www.spandidos-publications.com/10.3892/mco.2024.2752
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Table I. Reported cases of metastatic neoplasms presenting with focal ground glass opacity.

 Age,
Author years Sex Size, mm Specimen Histology (Refs.)

Malignant melanoma      
  Kang MJ  56 M 11 VATS Subepithelial proliferation of melanoma cells (2)
  Okita R 56 F 28 VATS Subepithelial proliferation of melanoma cells  (3)
  Mizuuchi H 57 M 10 WR Proliferation in a ‘lepidic‑like’ fashion (4)
Malignant phyllodes      
tumor
  Nakamura S 71 F 21 VATS Subepithelial proliferation of neoplastic cells (5)
Tongue cancer      
  Haro A 22 M 24 WR Invasion and destruction of alveoli and hemorrhage (6)
Thyroid cancer      
  Ryuko T 68 M 8 VATS Lepidic growth of carcinoma cells (7)
Prostate cancer      
  Lubin DJ 62 M 14 Resection Lymphatic and perilymphatic growth of (8)
     carcinoma cells
  Osaki Y 67 M ND Autopsy PTTM (9)
  Katayama S 81 M Micronodular TBLB/ PTTM (10)
    Autopsy
  Present case 75 M 11 PNB  Subepithelial proliferation of carcinoma cells  ‑

F, female; M, male; ND, not described; PNB, percutaneous needle biopsy; PTTM, pulmonary tumor thrombotic microangiopathy; TBLB, 
transbronchial lung biopsy; VATS, video‑assisted thoracic surgery; WR, wedge resection.

Figure 3. Immunohistochemistry of the biopsy specimen. (A) Carcinoma cells were negative for CK7. (B) Carcinoma cells were negative for CK20. (C) Cells 
were negative for thyroid transcription factor‑1. (D) Cells were negative for CDX2. (E) Cells were faintly positive for prostate‑specific antigen. (F) Cells 
showed clear positive reaction for P504S. Magnification x200. CK, cytokeratin.
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important role in the pathogenesis of PTTM (14,15). In the 
present case, these histological changes were not observed in 
the biopsy specimen. Respiratory failure was absent and there 
was neither a decrease in the platelet count nor an elevation 
in FDP. Although the patient's condition was stable, he needs 
to be followed up with careful attention to laboratory data 
and radiological findings.
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